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UNPROTECTED ORIFICE
For use downstream of permeable paving & crate attenuation

Flow control chambers

MODEL
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PDS/OFCP300/6/20/V6

35KN LOADING
Square to round access cover
(Supplied as standard)
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The P models are classed as unprotected orifice chambers and are
specifically designed for installation downstream of pre filtered surface
water run offs ie. permeable paving and cellular/crate attenuation
systems. Designed to support SuDS management and the sewer
infrastructure as part of a designed attenuation system, helping prevent
flooding by controlling the flow into the main sewer.
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The strategic use of smaller flow control units like the ORIFLO 300 will
support the SuDS in regards the overall storage requirement on site and
will also reduce the land requirement and make significant savings on
the the cost installing and maintaining a larger flow control chambers at
the final outfall of the site.
As detailed opposite, there are two units available, offering different
invert depths
● OFCP300/1 - 1000mm
● OFCP300/2 - 2000mm
Both units are supplied with a 320mm - square, 35KN loading
access cover, which will take a light traffic loading, such as domestic
driveways and gardens, but not in areas that will potentially
experience traffic that is over 2.5 tonnes.
Features & Benefits
■ One-piece unit delivered ready to install, reducing installation
time and costs
■ Quick and simple to install, both units can be lifted and
installed by a single person
■ Orifice Plate is removable on OFCP300/1 model
■ OFCP300/2 Model has a 1670mm invert with fixed orifice
■ Access shafts are easily trimmed to suit required invert
■ Supplied with 35KN lockable access cover and frame
■ 300mm sump depth for catchment of solids and fines
■ Eliminates wastage associated with in-situ construction
■ Standard Pipework - 3 x 110mm, EN 1401 inlets and outlet
■ Chemically Resistant
■ Manufactured in the UK
Design - The orifice diameter is calculated to suit the on site design
criteria for the outflow into the connecting sewer.
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Side inlets are supplied
blanked for trimming
on site, if required.

Effective
Sump
Depth
300

Material

PE

Access Cover

PP

Orifice diameter will vary
dependant on restricted flow and head

Model: OFCP300/1

725

670
1000

Approx Weight (kg)

12.5

Pallet Qty

12

Model: OFCP300/2

1725

1670
2000

Approx Weight (kg)
Pallet Qty
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17.5
6

Please Note:All Dimensions shown are in millimetres
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